INSTRUCTIONS

DEALER INSTRUCTIONS FOR 42" ROTARY MOWER
Model AA42

The addition of adjustable helper springs and mower arm wear sleeves on the AA42 Rotary Mower is performed as follows:

HELPER SPRINGS

The helper springs must be assembled before initial installation by attaching a three-link chain to the closed “eye” of each spring with an “S” hook. After the assembly is installed, the “S” hook ends should be closed to prevent disassembly when the mower is raised. (See Figure 1.) The method of installation and adjustment of these springs is given in the Owner’s Use and Care instructions.

MOWER ARM WEAR SLEEVES

The mower arm wear sleeves are positioned on each mower mounting arm to prevent wear to the arms where they contact the front mower guide.

Refer to Figure 2, and install one large retaining ring on each arm 1/2-inch from the lower end of the main tube of the arm. This is easily done by marking the tube at the 1/2-inch point and pushing the ring over the tube with pliers while the arm is mounted to the tractor. The arm should then be temporarily removed from the tractor and one sleeve pushed over the main tube to the ring on each arm.

Each replacement mower wear sleeve carries the Part Number 244A7215P1.